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List of supplies for high school classes 

Back to school 2021 

- A pencil case containing pens (blue, black, red and green), pencil, eraser, pair of scissors,        

ruler, tube of glue, eraser or corrector, highlighters. 

- A DIARY or notebook 

PERSONALIZED SUPPORT (only for 10th grade) 
- 1 document holder with around 30 transparent pockets 

GERMAN 
- A large format notebook with large squares 

ENGLISH 
- A large notebook. 

- A pocket for photocopies 

- A draft notebook. 

ARABIC 

Arabic speakers 
- A large format notebook with single lines - 96 pages. 

- A pounch. 

- Sheets for filing cabinet with simple lines. 

- A large binder to keep the sequences at home. 

- Large format double copies with lines or large squares. 

Non Arabic speakers 
- A document holder with twenty transparent pockets. 

- A notebook with simple lines 100 pages 

- A pounch 

PE 
- A sports outfit. 

- A table tennis racket 

ADDITIONAL TEACHING THEATER 
- A display pockets (around 20 views) 

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION (1st and Terminale) 
- A scientific calculator exam mode (check math list) 

- A large format notebook with small squares or large squares or with lines (100 pages). 

- Double copies. 

SPANISH 
- Binder sheets with simple lines 

- A plastic pouch. 

- A notebook. 

FRENCH (Grade 10 and 11) 
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- Large format double copies in large squares or with lines. 

- Display pockets with around fifty views. 

- + By choice : 

• Two large binders (one for keeping the sequences at home) with 

dividers, single sheets large tiles or with lines and pockets 

transparent perforated 

• Or a large notebook with large squares or with lines. 

• A USB key. 

HISTORY-GEOGRAPHY/ MORAL AND CIVIC EDUCATION (EMC) 
- A large format pouch (EMC) 

- By choice : 

• A large filing binder 

• Or two large format notebooks (lines or large squares). 

- Large format single and double copies in large squares. 

- A box of colored pencils. 

- A box of fine markers. 

HISTORY-GEOGRAPHY, GEOPOLITICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCES (Grade 11 and 

12 specialty) 
- A large binder with dividers 

- Transparent perforated pockets 

- Large format single and double copies with large squares or with lines 

HUMANITIES, LITERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY (Grade 11 and 12specialty) 
- Large format filing binder 

- Large single sheets 

- Dividers 

- Large format double copies for quizzes and exams 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE ( Grade 11 and 12 specialty) 
- A large notebook with large squares or lines 

MATHEMATICS 
- A large format notebook with small squares 

- Large format double copies with small squares. 

- Double decimeter, protractor, set square, compass. 

- Millimeter sheets. 

- A "high school" graphing calculator with exam mode, for example Casio Graph 35 + E11, Casio 

- Graph 90 + E, Texas Instruments TI 83 Premium CE 

- Double decimeter, protractor, set square, compass. 

PHILOSOPHY Grade 12 
- Large format double copies in large squares or with lines. 

+ By choice :  

• A large binder with dividers, single sheets with large tiles or with 
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lines and transparent perforated pockets. 

• Or a large notebook with large squares or with lines and a pocket for photocopies. 

SCIENCE 

By choice : 
- A large format binder with single large format sheets (rows or large squares) with two dividers 

Or 
- A large format notebook with lines or large squares. 

- Large format double copies. 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
- A large format binder with sheets 

- Perforated plastic pockets (for photocopied sheets) 

- Large format double copies 

DIGITAL SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY (only for Grade 10) 
- A large format notebook of 100 pages without small or large squared spirals. A notebook from 

last year may be fine if it is clean and reconditioned 

PHYSICS 
- A scientific calculator exam mode (see maths specialty) 

- A large format notebook with small squares or large squares or with lines (200 pages). 

- A document holder with twenty transparent pockets or a plastic sleeve. 

- Large format double copies. 

- A4 millimeter sheets. 

- A white blouse. 

- A box of colored pencils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


